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I’m writing the introduction to our Spring 2010 Newsletter from
Kathmandu in between power shortages and internet interruptions.
On this my fourth visit to Nepal, my feelings alternate between awe
at the natural beauty of the rural countryside, gratitude to the old and
new friends who have welcomed me, and sadness and trepidation over
the poverty and hardship I have witnessed. Each time I come here,
no matter how prepared I think I am, the poverty, chaos and pollution
of Kathmandu stuns me. The beauty of rural Nepal is incomparable
but even there the poverty is painfully palpable, albeit softened
by Nature’s beauty.
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When we think of Nepal, the mind conjures up visions of towering
snow-capped mountains, peaceful and beautiful countryside, and the
kindness, warmth and deep spirituality of its people. Nepal is certainly
all of that, but it is also one of the poorest countries on Earth. Nepal has
nine of the highest peaks of the world within its territory – including
Everest, the world’s highest mountain, and its mere name brings to mind
majestic views of mythical proportions,
and rightfully so. But it is also a land
divided by ethnicity and caste and
engulfed by an immense poverty hard
to fathom. The mind’s eye recollects
afternoons when my companion and I
witnessed women of all ages in colorful
saris doing the back-breaking job of
tending to the rice paddies for hours
on end. At another time Ellen thought
children were playing with bricks at a
construction site. It was hard to tell
her that what we were witnessing was
indeed, child labor in progress – only
one of the many societal ills of this
otherwise beautiful country.
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I’m in awe of the patience, endurance and fortitude of the Nepalese
people and I am personally grateful for their warm welcome and all
that’s being done by old and new friends, to insure that my stay in their
country is safe, constructive and, enjoyable. I would especially like to
thank Bindu Shrestha, our first scholarship graduate, for her invaluable
assistance as language interpreter and city guide. Heartfelt thanks to
Nirdosh Shahi and the entire staff of the Dwarika’s Hotel, for overseeing
every detail of our luncheon meeting with recipients and Nepali
advisors and for making us feel very welcomed and at home. My special
gratitude goes to Ellen Moos of Silver Fox Productions, my incomparable
travel companion and unofficial photographer, and to Murari Sharma,
Deha Shrestha and Rajman Bajrachara for their continuous assistance
and over-flowing compassion.
Since we are sharing so many new photos of Nepal and our recipients
in this issue, we are keeping the text, on purpose, at a minimum. We
think you’ll agree that these photos have a better story to tell than any
narration could.
As always, your comments and feedback are greatly appreciated.
Drop us a line!
Thank you,
Sonnia J. Karlsson
Founder/Executive Director
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FUNDRAISERS
KARAOKE NIGHT
Gazing to the West you could almost see Nepal. And even if you couldn’t quite
see Annapurna, there was no doubt that the song tumbling out of the windows
of Marlis DeJongh’s condo on February 20 would be flying like a cackling flock
of snow geese over the Olympics and on toward the Himalayas. A hearty crew
of 15–20 vocally fearless Seattleites had gathered on that night for an evening of
karaoke, fun and fundraising for the Bo M. Karlsson Foundation. Solos, duets
and massive ensemble pieces involving the whole gang covered the gamut from
Sinatra to the Beatles, from ABBA to James Brown, and from barbershop to
campfire songs. Fueled by the incomparable food from the New India Express
Restaurant of Capitol Hill, the mix of hams and wallflowers sang their hearts out
for several hours. By the end of the evening, over $900 had been raised for the
Foundation. The evening was filled with good-heartedness of every stripe as we
all thought about the great work being done by the Foundation, the many young
women who would benefit from any and all gifts and the uplifting reality that
sharing food, song, stories and gifts can in fact bring Nepal and Seattle together
into one shared home in which we all reside together... if we simply decide to
sing together with open hearts.

RAISE YOUR GLASS!
On Saturday, April 24, supporters gathered in the Ballard neighborhood of
Seattle for Raise Your Glass! a very special and fun fundraiser hosted by Board
member Chris Landschulz and his wife Shelly. All enjoyed a tasting of wines
from Bordeaux, France. The event was a big success, with approximately
50 guests uniting to show their support and share an evening together. Most
of the guests were newly introduced to the Foundation’s mission. While sipping
wine, meeting new friends, and enjoying conversation, guests were able to review
a presentation about the Foundation, and learn about the success of several of
our scholarship recipients. More than $3,000 was raised that evening and all
net proceeds from the event will be used to support the scholarship programs
of the Foundation.
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FUNDRAISERS
TEA & DISCUSSION IN NEPAL
On April 24, our Nepali advisor Sudeep Manandhar put together a
Tea & Discussion gathering at Sidharta Foodland in Kathmandu, Nepal,
to introduce and share our organization’s vision and mission with local educators
and government officials. Sonnia and four of our scholarship recipients were
present at the small fund-raiser, as well as a reporter who wrote about the event
on the local Newari Newspaper. The afternoon proved successful on many levels
and everybody present at the gathering promised to work harder on behalf of
women’s issues. We are extremely thankful to Sudeep for planning and executing
this great event, our first-ever fundraiser on Nepalese soil!
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REPORTS FROM NEPAL
LUNCHEON WITH RECIPIENTS
AND ADVISERS
Nepal boasts eight UNESCO Heritage sites and has won two World Heritage
awards; one for the medieval city of Bhaktapur and the other for the Dwarika’s
Hotel. On Friday, March 19, this historic hotel served as the backdrop for a
luncheon and meeting with all 2010 BMKF Scholarship recipients and Nepali
Advisors. The Dwarika’s Hotel is a sight to behold! Every brick is handmade and
the masterful hand-carved woodwork centuries old. It reflects the perfect blend
of cultural restoration and tourism, helping to preserve historical artifacts while
giving artisans an opportunity to use centuries-old skills that are rapidly becoming
obsolete in the wake of Kathmandu’s modernization.
Grishma, Sumita, Shanta, Sarita T. and Sarita S. shared personal stories
and experiences and gave an update on how their studies are coming along.
Bindu Shrestha, 2007 BMKF Graduate, was also present at the luncheon to
encourage and inspire the newest recipients. Even though they all come from
different backgrounds and ethnicities, there was an immediate camaraderie among
all the BMKF scholarship recipients, brought on perhaps by their passion for
education and a fierce determination to be successful women in their country.
In this and subsequent newsletters, we would like to share with our friends and
supporters the views and personal experiences expressed by our recipients during
the luncheon, and will start with Grishma Manandhar – soon to be entering her
last year in Engineering school.
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REPORTS FROM NEPAL
GRISHMA
Grishma has chosen the very difficult field of engineering. In addition to being
an academically challenging field, Grishma must contend with very deep-rooted
gender bias. Grishma describes her choice and the many barriers facing her
as follows:
“For a girl to pursue engineering as a career is really difficult, because of the
conception in our society that girls cannot work as well as boys. Recently for my
industrial placement, I chose a large tobacco company. The company rejected me
solely because the group I was part of included two female students. We went
to the company office in Kantipath to discuss this decision, and were informed
that there are no female workers in the factory and there had never been a
female engineer at the
company. After much
discussion, the company
agreed to send us to
their garment division
because there are many
female workers there.
Unfortunately, this kind
of bias is everywhere in
Nepalese society.”
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BOARD NEWS
SCHOLARSHIP UPDATE
We have some good news to share!
Each year, our applicant pool is expanding. This year, since our Founder/
Executive Director Sonnia Karlsson has been in Nepal for the past several
months, we are really getting the word out about the scholarships. Each week,
more electronic files or beautiful handwritten letters arrive in foreign envelopes
at our doors. It is both exciting and daunting to think about how we will have
to narrow our choices down. Our Nepali advisors are hard at work finding the
neediest applicants and making sure their applications are complete, and our
U.S. advisors are doing a lot of translations!
At our April board meeting, we decided to boldly expand the number of
scholarships we would give this year, based on our strong financial standing.
We aim to award ten scholarships for the 2010/2011 school year – double what
we awarded last year. This is a huge step for our small organization. One day we
hope that number is substantially larger.
So far, the applications have been coming from Kathmandu, Hetauda,
Bhaktapur, Dang, and other remote regions of the country. Some of the young
women are just entering university, while others have been studying, but can no
longer afford to continue without some serious financial help. The essays are
compelling, the disciplines diverse. For the first time, we have many applicants
who are studying Forestry, and one young woman who is hoping to go to
graduate school.
May is the month of deadlines and processing the applications. During late May
and early June, the Education Committee will meet to make recommendations
to the Board. Recipients will be chosen by July 1, and soon after their names and
bios will be posted on our website.

